
Shahmir Faisal 
Web Developer 

me@shahmirfaisal.com 

+923231534908 

Rawalpindi, Pakistan 

shahmirfaisal.com 

linkedin.com/in/shahmir-faisal 

twitter.com/codewithshahmir 

github.com/shahmirfaisal 

Enthusiastic Web Developer eager to work with companies to develop user-friendly and responsive websites and web apps using
cutting-edge technologies like React, Next, Redux, Node, Express and MongoDB. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Freelance Web Developer 
Fiverr 
08/2022 - 08/2023,  
I worked on Fiverr for almost a year. As a Level 2 Seller on Fiverr I completed more
than 500 orders with a 5-star rating. 

Worked as a tutor and taught full stack web development to
students all around the world 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 

MyDevPa.ge 
MyDevPa.ge allows you to build a portfolio website in minutes. It takes care of
everything including, displaying projects, skills, and contact forms. You can use
the default domain or can also attach a custom domain. You can also view the
analytics and can customize your portfolio with different templates. It has a
generous free tier but you can upgrade to the paid plan for advance features. 

Mobiles360 
Mobiles 360 is designed to assist you choose the best mobile phones in
Pakistan within your budget and across all major brands such as Infinix, Tecno,
Vivo, Samsung, etc., considering both price and specifications. It shows mobile
specifications, comparisons, brands, and much more. The website has more
than 3000 pages. 

Simplistic Notes 
Simplistic Notes is an end-to-end encrypted notes app. It is the perfect solution
for securely creating, organizing, and sharing your notes. With end-to-end
encryption and password protection, your notes are safe and secure. Plus, you
can easily organize them into folders and share them with others. It uses
subscription model. 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor of Computer Engineering 
COMSATS University Islamabad 
09/2020 - Present,  Park Rd, Islamabad 

ICS 
F.G Quaid-e-Azam Degree College 
08/2018 - 08/2020,  Scheme-3, Chaklala, Rawalpindi 

Matric 
F.G Public Boys High School 
04/2016 - 04/2018,  Gracilines, Chaklala, Rawalpindi 

SKILLS 

JavaScript Typescript React 

Nextjs Redux Material-UI 

Tailwind Node Express 

MongoDB Supabase 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Won PlanetScale Hackathon
 (07/2022 - 08/2022) 
A Hackathon organized by PlanetScale and Hashnode.
More than a hundred developers participated and I was in
the top five, winning the prize of $2000 

CERTIFICATES 

JavaScript (Intermediate) Certificate
 (08/2021 - Present) 

LANGUAGES 

English 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Urdu 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Coding Table Tennis 

Tasks 
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